California:
http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/traffops/trucks/cvo.htm
Office of Commercial Vehicle Operations
The Office of Commercial Vehicle Operations includes (1) commercial truck size and weight,
both legal, non-permitted trucks, and oversize and/or overweight heavy haul trucks that require
transportation permits, (2) overlength buses and motorhomes that are longer than 40 feet, up to
and including 45 feet, and (3) weigh-in-motion devices that measure axle weights on the
highways.
http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/traffops/permits/motorsports/
Motorsports
Do you need a motorsport permit? Find out online with a simple 3-step Q&A.
SENATE BILL 1175 - CHANGES TO MOTORSPORTS EXEMPTION
SB 1175 required changes to the motorsports exemption as of January 1, 2015. Copied below is
the California Vehicle Code language that became effective on that date.
Permits are now issued for qualified vehicles attending motorsports events by the Department of
Transportation Permits Office. To apply for a permit, go to the Caltrans Permits website
at: http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/traffops/permits
Revised 7/10/15

NEW MOTORSPORTS LAW IN THE CVC
The California Vehicle Code (CVC) section that was in effect on January 1, 2015, is posted as
the chaptered SB 1174 on the California Legislative Information website at:
http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/pub/13-14/bill/sen/sb_11511200/sb_1175_bill_20140929_chaptered.htm
The new law is also copied below with bolding added.
35401.5 (g) (1) Notwithstanding Sections 35400 and 35401, a combination of vehicles
consisting solely of a truck tractor semitrailer combination with a kingpin to rearmost axle
measurement limit of not more than 46 feet, a trailer length of not more than 56 feet, and
used exclusively or primarily in connection with motorsports, may operate on the routes

identified in subdivision (a) as well as on any other routes authorized for that purpose by the
Department of Transportation in consultation with the Department of the California Highway
Patrol, when issued a permit as set forth in paragraph (3). As used in this subdivision,
“motorsports” means an event, and all activities leading up to that event, including, but not
limited to, administration, testing, practice, promotion, and merchandising, that is sanctioned
under the auspices of the member organizations of the Automobile Competition Committee for
the United States.
(2) (A) The Department of Transportation shall conduct field tests of the truck tractor
semitrailer combination authorized under paragraph (1) for motorsport trucks with a trailer
length of not more than 56 feet to evaluate their performance on transition routes connecting to
the Auto Club Speedway in Fontana.
(B) (i) The Legislature finds and declares that the Department of Transportation established the
existing transition routes described in subparagraph (A) based on records from the 1990s.
(ii) The Department of Transportation shall update the transition routes to reflect road projects
completed since the 1990s and shall update the transition routes every five years thereafter.
(iii) The Department of Transportation shall develop new transition routes, as necessary, for
the truck tractor semitrailer combination authorized under paragraph (1) for motorsport trucks
with a trailer length of not more than 56 feet.
(C) The Department of Transportation shall, no later than January 1, 2017, submit a
report to the Legislature, in compliance with Section 9795 of the Government Code, that
includes the results of the field tests for the Auto Club Raceway in Pomona, the Sonoma
Raceway, and the Auto Club Speedway in Fontana, an overview of the related roadway
improvements identified and made, and, in consultation with the Department of the California
Highway Patrol, a recommendation as to whether the maximum 56 foot trailer length should be
reauthorized. (D) Notwithstanding Section 10231.5 of the Government Code, the requirement for
submitting a report under this paragraph is inoperative on January 1, 2019.
(3) Permits for a combination of vehicles consisting solely of a truck tractor semitrailer
combination with a kingpin to rearmost axle measurement limit of not more than 46 feet, a
trailer length of not more than 56 feet, for use exclusively or primarily in connection with
motorsports, to operate on the routes identified in subdivision (a) as well as on any other routes
authorized for that purpose, as provided in paragraph (1), shall be issued by the Department of
Transportation, pursuant to Article 6 (commencing with Section 35780) of Chapter 5. The
permit requirement for travel on a specific route to or from the Auto Club Raceway in Pomona,
the Sonoma Raceway, or the Auto Club Speedway in Fontana, shall apply only until field tests
for each of those raceways by the Department of Transportation determine that no additional
projects need to be performed on the specific route, or, if projects are required to be performed
on the specific route, until those projects are completed.

VEHICLE CODE - VEH
DIVISION 15. SIZE, WEIGHT, AND LOAD [35000 - 35796]
( Division 15 enacted by Stats. 1959, Ch. 3. )

CHAPTER 4. Length [35400 - 35414]

( Chapter 4 enacted by Stats. 1959, Ch. 3. )
35401.5. (a) A combination of vehicles consisting of a truck tractor and semitrailer, or of a
truck tractor, semitrailer, and trailer, is not subject to the limitations of Sections 35400 and
35401, when operating on the Dwight D. Eisenhower National System of Interstate and Defense
Highways or when using those portions of federal-aid primary system highways that have been
qualified by the United States Secretary of Transportation for that use, or when using routes
appropriately identified by the Department of Transportation or local authorities as provided in
subdivision (c) or (d), if all of the following conditions are met:
(1) The length of the semitrailer in exclusive combination with a truck tractor does not exceed 48
feet. A semitrailer not more than 53 feet in length shall satisfy this requirement when configured
with two or more rear axles, the rearmost of which is located 40 feet or less from the kingpin or
when configured with a single axle which is located 38 feet or less from the kingpin. For
purposes of this paragraph, a motortruck used in combination with a semitrailer, when that
combination of vehicles is engaged solely in the transportation of motor vehicles, camper units,
or boats, is considered to be a truck tractor.
(2) Neither the length of the semitrailer nor the length of the trailer when simultaneously in
combination with a truck tractor exceeds 28 feet 6 inches.
(b) Subdivisions (b), (d), and (e) of Section 35402 do not apply to combinations of vehicles
operated subject to the exemptions provided by this section.
(c) Combinations of vehicles operated pursuant to subdivision (a) may also use highways not
specified in subdivision (a) that provide reasonable access to terminals and facilities for purposes
limited to fuel, food, lodging, and repair when that access is consistent with the safe operation of
the combinations of vehicles and when the facility is within one road mile of identified points of
ingress and egress to or from highways specified in subdivision (a) for use by those
combinations of vehicles.
(d) The Department of Transportation or local authorities may establish a process whereby
access to terminals or services may be applied for upon a route not previously established as an
access route. The denial of a request for access to terminals and services shall be only on the
basis of safety and an engineering analysis of the proposed access route. If a written request for
access has been properly submitted and has not been acted upon within 90 days of receipt by the
department or the appropriate local agency, the access shall be deemed automatically approved.
Thereafter, the route shall be deemed open for access by all other vehicles of the same type
regardless of ownership. In lieu of processing an access application, the Department of
Transportation or local authorities with respect to highways under their respective jurisdictions
may provide signing, mapping, or a listing of highways as necessary to indicate the use of

specific routes as terminal access routes. For purposes of this subdivision, “terminal” means
either of the following:
(1) A facility where freight originates, terminates, or is handled in the transportation process.
(2) A facility where a motor carrier maintains operating facilities.
(e) Nothing in subdivision (c) or (d) authorizes state or local agencies to require permits of
terminal operators or to charge terminal operators fees for the purpose of attaining access for
vehicles described in this section.
(f) Notwithstanding subdivision (d), the limitations of access specified in that subdivision do not
apply to licensed carriers of household goods when directly en route to or from a point of loading
or unloading of household goods, if travel on highways other than those specified in subdivision
(a) is necessary and incidental to the shipment of the household goods.
(g) (1) Notwithstanding Sections 35400 and 35401, a combination of vehicles consisting solely
of a truck tractor semitrailer combination with a kingpin to rearmost axle measurement limit of
not more than 46 feet, a trailer length of not more than 56 feet, and used exclusively or primarily
in connection with motorsports, may operate on the routes identified in subdivision (a) as well
as on any other routes authorized for that purpose by the Department of Transportation in
consultation with the Department of the California Highway Patrol, when issued a permit as set
forth in paragraph (3). As used in this subdivision, “motorsports” means an event, and all
activities leading up to that event, including, but not limited to, administration, testing, practice,
promotion, and merchandising, that is sanctioned under the auspices of the member
organizations of the Automobile Competition Committee for the United States.
(2) (A) The Department of Transportation shall conduct field tests of the truck tractor semitrailer
combination authorized under paragraph (1) for motorsport trucks with a trailer length of not
more than 56 feet to evaluate their performance on transition routes connecting to the Auto Club
Speedway in Fontana.
(B) (i) The Legislature finds and declares that the Department of Transportation established the
existing transition routes described in subparagraph (A) based on records from the 1990s.
(ii) The Department of Transportation shall update the transition routes to reflect road projects
completed since the 1990s and shall update the transition routes every five years thereafter.
(iii) The Department of Transportation shall develop new transition routes, as necessary, for the
truck tractor semitrailer combination authorized under paragraph (1) for motorsport trucks with a
trailer length of not more than 56 feet.
(C) The Department of Transportation shall, no later than January 1, 2017, submit a report to the
Legislature, in compliance with Section 9795 of the Government Code, that includes the results
of the field tests for the Auto Club Raceway in Pomona, the Sonoma Raceway, and the Auto
Club Speedway in Fontana, an overview of the related roadway improvements identified and

made, and, in consultation with the Department of the California Highway Patrol, a
recommendation as to whether the maximum 56 foot trailer length should be reauthorized.
(D) Notwithstanding Section 10231.5 of the Government Code, the requirement for submitting a
report under this paragraph is inoperative on January 1, 2019.
(3) Permits for a combination of vehicles consisting solely of a truck tractor semitrailer
combination with a kingpin to rearmost axle measurement limit of not more than 46 feet, a trailer
length of not more than 56 feet, for use exclusively or primarily in connection with motorsports,
to operate on the routes identified in subdivision (a) as well as on any other routes authorized for
that purpose, as provided in paragraph (1), shall be issued by the Department of Transportation,
pursuant to Article 6 (commencing with Section 35780) of Chapter 5. The permit requirement
for travel on a specific route to or from the Auto Club Raceway in Pomona, the Sonoma
Raceway, or the Auto Club Speedway in Fontana, shall apply only until field tests for each of
those raceways by the Department of Transportation determine that no additional projects need
to be performed on the specific route, or, if projects are required to be performed on the specific
route, until those projects are completed.
(h) The Legislature finds and declares both of the following:
(1) In authorizing the use of 53-foot semitrailers, it is the intent of the Legislature to conform
with Section 31111(b)(1)(C) of Title 49 of the United States Code by permitting the continued
use of semitrailers of the dimensions as those that were in actual and legal use on December 1,
1982, and does not intend this action to be a precedent for future increases in the parameters of
any of those vehicles that would adversely affect the turning maneuverability of vehicle
combinations.
(2) In authorizing the department to issue special transportation permits for motorsports, it is the
intent of the Legislature to conform with Section 31111(b)(1)(F) of Title 49 of the United States
Code. It is also the intent of the Legislature that this action not be a precedent for future increases
in the distance from the kingpin to the rearmost axle of semitrailers and trailers that would
adversely affect the turning maneuverability of vehicle combinations.

http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/cgi-bin/displaycode?section=veh&group=35001-36000&file=3540035414 – The whole section of code with the above part.

http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/traffops/trucks/trucksize/length.htm
Vehicle Lengths
Summarized here are the California Vehicle Code (CVC) sections related to vehicle lengths.
Most of the CVC sections on this web page are paraphrased for brevity. For the full legal
wording, please go to the on-line CVC Length Section 35400.

For a graphic illustration of length dimensions
of California Legal (black truck) and STAA(green truck)
vehicles with both single trailers and doubles, click on the
graphic to the right for the web page titled: "Truck Map
Legend."

Truck Map
Legend

For a legal explanation of the green STAA vehicles, see these topics below: VEHICLE
COMBINATIONS, EXCEPTIONS - STAA VEHICLES
SINGLE UNIT LENGTH - BASIC LAW
35400. (a) "A vehicle may not exceed a length of 40 feet." A vehicle is defined in CVC Section
670 as: "...a device by which any person or property may be propelled, moved, or drawn upon a
highway, excepting a device moved exclusively by human power or used exclusively upon
stationary rails or tracks." According to this definition, a vehicle includes a trailer being towed.
(See diagram: "Single Vehicle")
EXCEPTIONS TO MAXIMUM SINGLE-UNIT LENGTH
The following are not included in the 40-foot maximum length:
35400. (b) (1) Auxiliary parts. (See diagram: "Auxiliary Parts in a Combination")
(2) fender and mudguard parts if required. (See diagram: "Single Vehicle")
(3) (A) An articulated bus or articulated trolley coach not exceeding 60 feet. (B) An articulated
bus or articulated trolley coach with a 36-inch folding device attached to the front
for transporting bicycles.
(4) A semitrailer while being towed by a motortruck or truck tractor, if the kingpin-torearmost-axle (KPRA) distance of the semitrailer does not exceed 40 feet for semitrailers
having two or more axles, or 38 feet for semitrailers having one axle. (See diagrams: "One
Axle Semitrailer" and "Two or More Axle Semitrailer.")
(5) A 1-foot front or rear safety bumper on a bus or house car.
(6) A 10-inch crossing arm on a schoolbus.
(7) An 18-inch wheelchair lift on a bus.
(8) A 10-foot bike rack on a bus, if the total length doesn't exceed 50 feet.
(9) A 36-inch bike rack on a 40-foot transit bus.
(10) (A) A 36-inch bike rack on a 45-foot bus on approved routes. (For more information, see
the fact sheet: "45-Foot Buses with Bike Racks.")
(11) (A) A 45-foot house car (or "motorhome") on approved routes. (For more information, see
the fact sheet: "45-Foot Motorhomes.")
EXCEPTIONS - COTTON MODULE MOVER

35400.5. A 48-foot motortruck used as a cotton module mover. (See the web page: Cotton
Module Movers Exemptions.)
EXCEPTIONS - B-TRAIN ASSEMBLY
35401. (b) (2) A B-train assembly is excluded from the measurement of semitrailer length when
used between the first and second semitrailers of a truck tractor-semitrailer-semitrailer
combination. However, if there is no second semitrailer, it shall be included in the length
measurement of the semitrailer to which it is attached. (See diagram: "B-Train Assembly.")
FORKLIFTS
A forklift that is lifted off the ground and is being transported on the back of a truck is not
included in the length measurement, as it is considered a load. For load overhang requirements,
see Overhang.

VEHICLE COMBINATIONS - BASIC LAW
35401. (a) No vehicle combinations may exceed a total length of 65 feet. (See diagram:
"California Legal Trucks")
(b) (1) A combination of vehicles which consists of a truck tractor, a semitrailer, and a
semitrailer or trailer, may not exceed 75 feet, if neither the semitrailers nor the trailer in the
combination of vehicles exceeds 28 feet 6 inches. (See diagram: "California Legal Doubles")
NUMBER OF VEHICLES IN COMBINATION
21715. (a) No passenger vehicle, or any other motor vehicle under 4,000 pounds, shall tow
more than one vehicle, except for a tow dolly. (b) No motor vehicle under 4,000 pounds unladen
shall tow any vehicle weighing 6,000 pounds or more gross.
465. A "passenger vehicle" is any motor vehicle, other than a motortruck, truck tractor, or a bus,
as defined in Section 233, and used or maintained for the transportation of persons. The term
"passenger vehicle" shall include a housecar.
362. A "house car" is a motor vehicle originally designed, or permanently altered, and equipped
for human habitation, or to which a camper has been permanently attached. ...
410. A "motor truck" or "motortruck" is a motor vehicle designed, used, or maintained primarily
for the transportation of property. (A pick up truck meets this definition.)
471. A "pickup truck" is a motor truck with a manufacturer's gross vehicle weight rating of less
than 11,500 pounds, an unladen weight of less than 8,001 pounds, and which is equipped with an
open box-type bed not exceeding 9 feet in length. "Pickup truck" does not include a motor
vehicle otherwise meeting the above definition, that is equipped with a bed-mounted storage
compartment unit commonly called a "utility body."

If a "pickup truck" has a manufacturers gross vehicle weight rating (GVWR) of 11,500 pounds
or more, it would not meet the definition of “pickup truck” in Section 471 and would, therefore,
be considered a motor truck (see Section 410 above). If the power unit is classified as a motor
truck, and the vehicle combination (including any load carried) exceeds 10,000 pounds, then the
vehicle must be registered with the Department of Motor Vehicles as a commercial vehicle with
a declared operating weight. If the power unit has a GVWR under 11,500 pounds, then it would
not be required to declare an operating weight.
DRIVER LICENSING for DOUBLE TRAILERS - CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS
12804.9. (b) ..., any applicant for a driver's license shall be required to submit to an examination
appropriate to the type of motor vehicle or combination of vehicles the applicant desires a license
to drive:
(1) Class A includes the following:
(A) Any combination of vehicles, if any vehicle being towed has a gross vehicle weight rating of
more than 10,000 pounds.
(B) Any vehicle towing more than one vehicle.
(C) ...
15278. (a) A driver is required to obtain an endorsement issued by the department to operate
any commercial motor vehicle that is any of the following: (1) A double trailer. (2) ...
To apply for a commercial driver license, see this DMV web
site: http://www.dmv.ca.gov/commercial/commercial.htm.
DRIVER LICENSING for DOUBLE TRAILERS - NONRESIDENTS
12502. (a) The following persons may operate a motor vehicle in this state without obtaining a
driver's license under this code: (1) A nonresident over the age of 18 years having in his or her
immediate possession a valid driver's license issued by a foreign jurisdiction of which he or she
is a resident, ....
(b) Any person entitled to the exemption contained in subdivision (a), while operating, within
this state, a commercial vehicle, as defined in subdivision (b) of Section 15210, shall have in his
or her possession a current medical certificate of a type described in subdivision (c) of
Section 12804.9, which has been issued within two years of the date of operation of that vehicle.
15210. (b) (1) "Commercial motor vehicle" means any vehicle or combination of vehicles which
requires a class A or class B license, or a class C license with an endorsement issued pursuant to
paragraph (4) of subdivision (a) of Section 15278.
In summary, nonresidents may tow two trailers with a non-commercial license IF their
base state allows it. IF the vehicle is commercial, the driver would also need a valid medical
certificate per 12502 CVC.
For a valid medical certificate, see this DMV web
site: http://www.dmv.ca.gov/dl/dl_info.htm#dl51medical.

EXCEPTIONS - STAA VEHICLES
35401.5. (a) A combination of vehicles consisting of a truck tractor and semitrailer, or of
a truck tractor, semitrailer, and trailer may exceed the length limits (single-unit: 40-foot
maximum; single-trailer: 65-foot; doubles: 65-foot or 75-foot maximum) on the National
Network and Terminal Access routes (see routes at: "Truck Route Map"), provided that:
(1) The length of the semitrailer in exclusive combination with a truck tractor does not
exceed 48 feet. The semitrailer is not more than 53 feet in length, with two or more rear axles
and a maximum 40-foot KPRA, or with a single axle and a maximum38-foot KPRA. (For
purposes of this paragraph, a motortruck used in combination with a semitrailer, when that
combination of vehicles is engaged solely in the transportation of motor vehicles, camper units,
or boats, is considered to be a truck tractor.)
(2) For doubles, neither the semitrailer nor trailer exceeds 28 feet 6 inches.
(These are called "STAA" trucks. For an overview history trucks, see the web page: "Truck
Lengths & Maps." See also the diagram: "STAA")
(b) Subdivisions (b), (d), and (e) of Section 35402 do not apply to combinations of vehicles
operated subject to the exemptions provided by this section.
SERVICE ACCESS
(c) STAA vehicles may also use highways which provide reasonable access to terminals and
facilities for purposes limited to fuel, food, lodging, and repair when that access is safe and
when the facility is within one road mile of identified exits. (See the fact sheet: "Service Access
Routes.")
TERMINAL ACCESS APPLICATIONS
(d) The Department of Transportation or local authorities may establish a process
whereby access to terminals or services may be applied for upon a route not previously
established as an access route. The denial of a request shall be only on the basis of safety and an
engineering analysis. If a written request has not been acted upon within 90 days of receipt by
the department or the local agency, the access shall be deemed automatically approved.
Thereafter, the route shall be deemed open to all other STAA vehicles. The Department of
Transportation or local authorities may provide signing, mapping, or a listing of highways to
indicate terminal access routes. "Terminal" means either of the following: (1) A facility where
freight originates, terminates, or is handled in the transportation process. (2) A facility where a
motor carrier maintains operating facilities. (For more information, see the fact sheet: "Terminal
Access Application Procedures.")
(e) Nothing in (c) or (d) authorizes state or local agencies to require permits or to charge fees for
the purpose of attaining access.
KPRA LIMITS

35401. (e) Any city or county may restrict the kingpin to rearmost axle distance to 38 feet,
but not less, on those highways under its jurisdiction. (See diagram: "Two or More Axle
Semitrailer.")
35401. (f) The Department of Transportation may recommend restricting the maximum kingpin
to rear axle (KPRA) lengths on certain highways, but to not less than 38 feet. By January 1,
1989, the Department shall erect advisory signs on state highways that cannot safely
accommodate trailers or semitrailers of the maximum kingpin to rearmost axle distances
permitted. (See diagram: "Two or More Axle Semitrailer.")
35401.1. A combination of vehicles with a KPRA of 38 to 40 feet may be operated on local
highways only where it is deemed to be safeby the owner or operator of the vehicle.
LOCAL LENGTH PROHIBITIONS
35401. (d) Any city or county may prohibit a combination of vehicles of a total length in excess
of 60 feet upon highways under its jurisdiction.
EXCEPTIONS - REAR FAIRINGS
35405. A rear fairing installed on the back of a semitrailer for aerodynamic purposes, up to five
feet in length, is not included in the length measurements of the semitrailer or the vehicle
combination. (See California Vehicle Code Length Section 35405.)
EXCEPTIONS - AGRICULTURAL PRODUCT HAULERS
35401. (b) (3) A vehicle combination may have a total length of not more than 75 feet, if it is
an agricultural product hauler, and complies with a number of requirements. (See the web
page: "Agricultural Product Haulers Length Exemption.")
EXCEPTIONS - TOW TRUCKS
35401. (c) A tow truck is exempt from the 65-foot maximum combination limit when operating
with an annual transportation permit, within a 100-mile radius, and in combination with a
disabled and/or abandoned vehicle.
EXCEPTIONS - AUTO, BOAT, & CAMPER TRANSPORTERS
35401.3. (a) A combination of vehicles designed and used to transport motor vehicles, camper
units, or boats, which consists of amotortruck and stinger-steered semitrailer, shall be
allowed a length of up to 70 feet, or 75 feet, depending on certain conditions. (For details, see the
web page: "Auto, Boat, & Camper Transporters Exemption.")
EXCEPTIONS - HOUSEHOLD GOODS MOVERS
(f) The limitations of access do not apply to licensed carriers of household goods when directly
enroute to or from a point of loading or unloading of household goods, if travel on highways
other than those specified in subdivision (a) is necessary and incidental to the shipment of the

household goods. (For more information, see the fact sheet: "Household Goods Movers." See
also the diagram: "Licensed Carriers of Household Goods: Truck Tractor & Semitrailer.")
EXCEPTIONS - MOTORSPORTS EVENTS
(g) (1) The Department of Transportation or local authorities may issue a permit authorizing a
combination of vehicles consisting of a STAA vehicle with a KPRA of not more than 46 feet on
trailers used in connection with motorsports. (For more information, see the web page:
"Motorsports Exemption.")
EXCEPTIONS - LIVESTOCK HAULERS
35401.7.(a) The limitations of access specified in subdivision (d) of Section 35401.5 do not
apply to licensed carriers of livestock on certain routes and under certain circumstances. (For
details, see the web page: "Livestock Haulers Exemption.")
EXCEPTIONS - AGRICULTURAL BIOMASS HAULERS
35401.8. (a) A combination of vehicles designed and used to transport agricultural
biomass may extend to a total combined length of 75 feet, under certain circumstances. (For
details, see the web page: "Agricultural Biomass Exemption.")

EXTENSIONS - LENGTH MEASUREMENT
35402. (a) Any extension used to increase the carrying capacity of a vehicle shall be included in
measuring the length of a vehicle. However, a drawbar shall be included in measuring the
overall length of a combination of vehicles, but not the length of a vehicle. (For more
information, see the web page: "Overhang -- Load Length and Extension Limits.")
(b) Extensions up to 18 inches in length on auto haulers (car carriers) shall not be included
when loaded. (For details, see the web page: "Auto, Boat, & Camper Transporters Exemption.")
(c) An extension of up to 18 inches on the last trailer shall not be included, or on the front of
the first trailer, depending on the route used. (For more information, see the web page:
"Overhang -- Load Length and Extension Limits.")
(d) Any extension not used to carry a load and not exceeding three feet on the rear of a
vehicle for pushing the vehicle or a combination that is for to transporting earth, sand,
gravel shall be included in the length of the vehicle but not the overall length of the
combination of vehicles. (For more information, see the web page: "Overhang -- Load Length
and Extension Limits.")
(e) A truck semitrailer combination, but not a truck tractor and semitrailer combination, may
use a sliding fifth wheel, or a truck tractor, semitrailer, trailer, and a trucktrailer combination may use a sliding drawbar, to extend the combination by not more than 2
feet 6 inches while traveling 35 miles per hour or less on any highway, freeway onramps and
offramps, and freeway connectors, but not a freeway. The sliding fifth wheel or

drawbar shall not be included in the overall length of the combination, under certain
conditions. (For more information, see the web page: "Overhang -- Load Length and Extension
Limits.")
35403. Safety devices which are required to be mounted upon a vehicle may extend beyond the
permissible vehicle length up to 10 inches. (For more information, see the web page: "Overhang
-- Load Length and Extension Limits.")
LOAD LENGTHS TO FRONT
35406. The load upon any vehicle or the front vehicle of a combination of vehicles, shall not
extend more than three feet beyond the foremost part of the front tires of the vehicle or
the front bumper of the vehicle, or four feet, if the load is composed solely of vehicles. (For
more information, see the web page: Overhang -- Load Length and Extension Limits.)
35407. Section 35406 does not apply to booms or masts of shovels, cranes or water well
drilling and servicing equipment carried upon a motor vehicle in certain conditions (For more
information, see the web page: Overhang -- Load Length and Extension Limits.)
35407.5. Certain requirement in the previous two sections do not apply to the booms or masts of
a self-propelled heel-boom log loaderfirst sold in this state prior to January 1, 1988, in certain
conditions. (For more information, see the web page: Overhang -- Load Length and Extension
Limits.)
35408. A front bumper may not project more than two feet forward of the fenders or cab
structure or radiator.
35409. (a) Any motor vehicle used for taking photographs, motion pictures, or television
pictures or for teaching safe driving may be equipped with a device extending forward five
feet. (For more information, see the web page: Overhang -- Load Length and Extension Limits.)
LOAD LENGTHS TO REAR
35410. The load shall not extend to the rear more than two-thirds of the wheelbase. The
wheelbase of a semitrailer is the distance between the rearmost axle of the towing vehicle and the
rearmost axle of the semitrailer. (For more information, see the web page:Overhang -- Load
Length and Extension Limits.)
35411. The load upon any combination of vehicles shall not exceed 75 feet. (For more
information, see the web page: Overhang -- Load Length and Extension Limits.)
35414. (a) Poles, timbers, pipes, integral structural materials, or single unit component parts
may not exceed 80 feet when transported upon certain equipment. (b) A public utility
company or local public agency may transport up to three poles not exceeding 80 feet on a pole
or pipe dolly. (For more information, see the web page: Overhang -- Load Length and Extension
Limits.)

ISLAND PROHIBITIONS
35404. Any county having a population in excess of 4,000,000 and having within its limits a
natural island with an area in excess of 20,000 acres may prohibit the use of any highway or
lane (1) by any vehicle exceeding an overall length of 170 inches and an overall width of 65
inches, or (2) by any such vehicle and all vehicles driven by internal combustion engines.

CONTACTS
Caltrans Legal Truck Access Branch
Casey Robb
Manuel Fonseca
General number (916) 654-5741
E-mail: Legal Truck Access Branch.
260. (a) A "commercial vehicle" is a motor vehicle of a type
required to be registered under this code used or maintained for the
transportation of persons for hire, compensation, or profit or
designed, used, or maintained primarily for the transportation of
property.
(b) Passenger vehicles and house cars that are not used for the
transportation of persons for hire, compensation, or profit are not
commercial vehicles. This subdivision shall not apply to Chapter 4
(commencing with Section 6700) of Division 3.
(c) Any vanpool vehicle is not a commercial vehicle.
(d) The definition of a commercial vehicle in this section does
not apply to Chapter 7 (commencing with Section 15200) of Division 6.

630. A "trailer" is a vehicle designed for carrying persons or
property on its own structure and for being drawn by a motor vehicle
and so constructed that no part of its weight rests upon any other
vehicle. As used in Division 15 (commencing with Section 35000),
"trailer" includes a semitrailer when used in conjunction with an
auxiliary dolly, if the auxiliary dolly is of a type constructed to
replace the function of the drawbar and the front axle or axles of a
trailer.
667. (a) A "utility trailer" is a trailer or semitrailer used
solely for the transportation of the user's personal property, not in
commerce, which does not exceed a gross weight of 10,000 pounds or a
manufacturer's gross vehicle weight rating of 10,000 pounds.
(b) Notwithstanding subdivision (a), a "utility trailer" includes
a trailer or semitrailer designed and used for the transportation of

livestock, not in commerce, which does not exceed a gross weight of
10,000 pounds or a manufacturer's gross vehicle weight rating of
10,000 pounds.

VEHICLE CODE
SECTION 16500-16503

16500. Every owner of a vehicle used in the transportation of
passengers for hire, including taxicabs, when the operation of the
vehicle is not subject to regulation by the Public Utilities
Commission, shall maintain, whenever he or she may be engaged in
conducting those operations, proof of financial responsibility
resulting from the ownership or operation of the vehicle and arising
by reason of personal injury to, or death of, any one person, of at
least fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000), and, subject to the limit
of fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000) for each person injured or
killed, of at least thirty thousand dollars ($30,000) for the injury
to, or the death of, two or more persons in any one accident, and for
damages to property of at least five thousand dollars ($5,000)
resulting from any one accident. Proof of financial responsibility
may be maintained by either:
(a) Being insured under a motor vehicle liability policy against
that liability.
(b) Obtaining a bond of the same kind, and containing the same
provisions, as those bonds specified in Section 16434.
(c) By depositing with the department thirty-five thousand dollars
($35,000), which amount shall be deposited in a special deposit
account with the Controller for the purpose of this section.
(d) Qualifying as a self-insurer under Section 16053.
The department shall return the deposit to the person entitled
thereto when he or she is no longer required to maintain proof of
financial responsibility as required by this section or upon his or
her death.

16500.5. (a) Except as specified in subdivision (b), the owner of
the following commercial vehicles shall maintain proof of financial
responsibility in the amount required by the director:
(1) A vehicle used to carry passengers for hire, except taxicabs
as defined in subdivision (c) of Section 27908.
(2) A vehicle having an unladen weight of over 7,000 pounds which

is used in the transportation of property in the conduct of a
business.
(b) Subdivision (a) does not apply to the following vehicles:
(1) A schoolbus.
(2) A motor vehicle used by a farmer exclusively in the
transportation of his or her livestock, implements of husbandry, and
agricultural commodities or in the transportation of supplies to his
or her farm.
(3) A motor vehicle used by a resident farmer of this state to
occasionally transport from the place of production to a warehouse,
regular market, place of storage, or place of shipment the farm
products of neighboring farmers in exchange for like services, farm
products, or other compensation.
(4) A vehicle used in for-hire transportation which is subject to
regulation by the Public Utilities Commission.
(5) A rented vehicle used for noncommercial transportation of
property.
(c) The director shall establish the amounts which are determined
adequate to cover damages resulting from the ownership or operation
of a commercial vehicle or vehicles subject to this section arising
by reason of personal injury to, or death of, any person or damage to
property, or both. The director shall establish the amounts at
levels equal to those prescribed by the Public Utilities Commission
for owners and operators of for-hire vehicles subject to its
jurisdiction and control.
(d) Proof of financial responsibility may be maintained by any of
the following:
(1) Being insured under one or more motor vehicle liability
policies against that liability.
(2) Obtaining a bond of the same kind, and containing the same
provisions, as those bonds specified in Section 16434.
(3) By depositing with the department five hundred thousand
dollars ($500,000), which amount shall be deposited in a special
deposit account with the Controller for the purpose of this section.
(4) Qualifying as a self-insurer under Section 16053.
(e) The department shall return the deposit made pursuant to
paragraph (3) of subdivision (d) to the person entitled thereto when
the owner is no longer required to maintain proof of financial
responsibility as required by this section or upon the owner's death.
(f) An insurer, agent, or broker who has been incorrectly informed
by an owner of a vehicle or his or her representative that the
vehicle is 7,000 pounds or less unladen weight, or is incorrectly
informed by the owner or his or her representative that the vehicle
is exempt from the requirements of subdivisions (a) and (c) pursuant
to the exemptions set forth in subdivision (b), may issue a policy of
motor vehicle liability insurance in any amount less than that

required by the director but not less than the amounts required under
Section 16451. The policy of motor vehicle liability insurance when
issued shall not be deemed to provide liability coverage amounts
greater than that specifically set forth in the policy
notwithstanding that the vehicle weighs in excess of 7,000 pounds
unladen weight or is subsequently used in a manner which would have
required the vehicle to be insured in the amounts established by the
director pursuant to subdivision (c).

16501. The provisions of this chapter shall not prevent local
authorities, within the reasonable exercise of the police power, from
adopting rules and regulations, by ordinance or resolution,
licensing and regulating the operation of any vehicle for hire and
the drivers of passenger vehicles for hire.

16502. (a) An owner shall not use, or with his or her consent
permit the use of, a vehicle used in the transportation of persons or
property in the conduct of a business, without maintaining proof of
financial responsibility as required by this chapter.
(b) A motor vehicle from another country in which there is no
evidence of financial responsibility required pursuant to this
chapter or Part 387 (commencing with Section 387.1) of Title 49 of
the Code of Federal Regulations shall be denied entry into the state.

16503. The department shall suspend the registration of all
vehicles used in the transportation of persons or property in the
conduct of a business, except vehicles subject to regulation by the
Public Utilities Commission, which are registered in the name of any
person convicted of violating Section 16502 immediately upon receipt
of a duly certified abstract of the record of the court in which the
person was convicted.
The suspension shall remain in effect and no such vehicle shall be
registered in the name of the person until he or she gives the
department proof of his or her financial responsibility as required
by Section 16500.
VEHICLE CODE
SECTION 26301-26311

26301. Any motor vehicle first registered in this state after
January 1, 1940, shall be equipped with power brakes if its gross
weight exceeds 14,000 pounds, except that any such vehicle having a
gross weight of less than 18,000 pounds may, in lieu of power brakes,
be equipped with two-stage hydraulic actuators of a type designed to
increase braking effect of its brakes.

26301.5. Every passenger vehicle manufactured and first registered
after January 1, 1973, except motorcycles, shall be equipped with an
emergency brake system so constructed that rupture or leakage-type
failure of any single pressure component of the service brake system,
except structural failures of the brake master cylinder body or
effectiveness indicator body, shall not result in complete loss of
function of the vehicle's brakes when force on the brake pedal is
continued.

26302. (a) Every trailer or semitrailer, manufactured and first
registered after January 1, 1940, and having a gross weight of 6,000
pounds or more and which is operated at a speed of 20 miles per hour
or over shall be equipped with brakes.
(b) Every trailer or semitrailer manufactured and first registered
after January 1, 1966, and having a gross weight of 3,000 pounds or
more shall be equipped with brakes on at least two wheels.
(c) Every trailer or semitrailer manufactured after January 1,
1982, and equipped with air brakes shall be equipped with brakes on
all wheels.
(d) Brakes required on trailers or semitrailers shall be adequate,
supplemental to the brakes on the towing vehicle, to enable the
combination of vehicles to comply with the stopping distance
requirements of Section 26454.
(e) The provisions of this section shall not apply to any vehicle
being used to support the boom or mast attached to a mobile crane or
shovel.

26303. Every trailer coach and every camp trailer having a gross
weight of 1,500 pounds or more, but exclusive of passengers, shall be
equipped with brakes on at least two wheels which are adequate,
supplemental to the brakes on the towing vehicle, to enable the
combination of vehicles to comply with the stopping distance
requirements of Section 26454.

26304. (a) Power brakes on any trailer or semitrailer manufactured
after December 31, 1955, operated over public highways and required
to be equipped with brakes shall be designed to be automatically
applied upon breakaway from the towing vehicle and shall be capable
of stopping and holding such vehicle stationary for not less than 15
minutes.
(b) Every new truck or truck tractor manufactured after December
31, 1955, operated over public highways and used in towing a vehicle
shall be equipped with service brakes capable of stopping the truck
or truck tractor in the event of breakaway of the towed vehicle.

26305. Any auxiliary dolly or tow dolly may be equipped with
brakes.

26307. No forklift truck manufactured after January 1, 1970, shall
be towed behind another vehicle unless it is equipped with brakes on
the wheels of the rearmost axle when the forklift truck is in the
towing position, which brakes shall be adequate, supplemental to the
brakes on the towing vehicle, to enable the combination of vehicles
to comply with the stopping distance requirements of Section 26454.

26311. (a) Every motor vehicle shall be equipped with service
brakes on all wheels, except as follows:
(1) Trucks and truck tractors manufactured before January 1, 1982,
having three or more axles need not have brakes on the front wheels,
except when such vehicles are equipped with at least two steerable
axles, the wheels of one such axle need not be equipped with brakes.
(2) Any vehicle being towed in a driveaway-towaway operation.
(3) Any vehicle manufactured prior to 1930.
(4) Any two-axle truck tractor manufactured prior to 1964.
(5) Any sidecar attached to a motorcycle.
(6) Any motorcycle manufactured prior to 1966. Such motorcycle
shall be equipped with brakes on at least one wheel.
(b) Any bus, truck, or truck tractor may be equipped with a manual
or automatic means for reducing the braking effort on the front
wheels. The manual means shall be used only when operating under
adverse road conditions, such as wet, snowy, or icy roads.

(c) Vehicles and combinations of vehicles exempted in subdivisions
(a) and (b) from the requirements of brakes on all wheels shall
comply with the stopping distance requirements of Section 26454.
VEHICLE CODE
SECTION 29000-29009

29000. Unless specified, this chapter does not apply to tow trucks
or to the drawbar or other connection between a motor vehicle and a
pole or pipe dolly or logging dolly or to any lawful trailer used as
a pole or pipe dolly.

29001. The upper and lower halves of every fifth wheel connecting
device on any semitrailer and truck-tractor or auxiliary dolly shall
be securely affixed to the vehicles to prevent shifting of the device
on the vehicle to which it is attached.

29002. Every fifth wheel mechanism, including adapters, shall be
equipped with a locking device which will not permit the upper and
lower halves to be separated without the operation of a positive
manual release. The manual release shall be designed, installed, and
maintained so that it cannot be accidentally operated. Automatic
locking devices on fifth wheels designed and constructed to be
readily separable are required on any vehicle first required to be
registered in this state after January 1, 1954.

29003. (a) Every hitch or coupling device used as a means of
attaching the towed and towing vehicles shall be properly and
securely mounted and be structurally adequate for the weight drawn.
The mounting of the hitch or coupling device on the towing and towed
vehicle shall include sufficient reinforcement or bracing of the
frame to provide sufficient strength and rigidity to prevent undue
distortion of the frame.
(b) The drawbar, tongue, or other connection between the towing
and towed vehicles shall be securely attached and structurally
adequate for the weight drawn.
(c) The raised end of any motor vehicle being transported by
another motor vehicle using a tow dolly shall be secured to the tow

dolly by two separate chains, cables, or equivalent devices adequate
to prevent shifting or separation of the towed vehicle and the tow
dolly.

29004. (a) (1) Except as required under paragraph (2), a towed
vehicle shall be coupled to the towing vehicle by means of a safety
chain, cable, or equivalent device in addition to the regular
drawbar, tongue, or other connection.
(2) A vehicle towed by a tow truck shall be coupled to the tow
truck by means of at least two safety chains in addition to the
primary restraining system. The safety chains shall be securely
affixed to the truck frame, bed, or towing equipment, independent of
the towing sling, wheel lift, or under-reach towing equipment.
(3) A vehicle transported on a slide back carrier tow truck or on
a trailer shall be secured by at least four tiedown chains, straps,
or an equivalent device, independent of the winch or loading cable.
This subdivision does not apply to vehicle bodies that are being
transported in compliance with Sections 393.100 to 393.136,
inclusive, of Title 49 of the Code of Federal Regulations.
(b) All safety connections and attachments shall be of sufficient
strength to control the towed vehicle in the event of failure of the
regular hitch, coupling device, drawbar, tongue, or other connection.
All safety connections and attachments also shall have a positive
means of ensuring that the safety connection or attachment does not
become dislodged while in transit.
(c) No more slack may be left in a safety chain, cable, or
equivalent device than is necessary to permit proper turning. When a
drawbar is used as the towing connection, the safety chain, cable, or
equivalent device shall be connected to the towed and towing vehicle
and to the drawbar so as to prevent the drawbar from dropping to the
ground if the drawbar fails.
(d) Subdivision (a) does not apply to a semitrailer having a
connecting device composed of a fifth wheel and kingpin assembly, and
does not apply to a towed motor vehicle when steered by a person who
holds a license for the type of vehicle being towed.
(e) For purposes of this section, a "tow truck" includes both of
the following:
(1) A repossessor's tow vehicle, as defined in subdivision (b) of
Section 615.
(2) An automobile dismantler's tow vehicle, as defined in
subdivision (c) of Section 615.
(f) A vehicle towed by a repossessor's tow vehicle, as defined in
subdivision (b) of Section 615, is exempt from the multisafety chain
requirement of paragraph (2) of subdivision (a) so long as the
vehicle is not towed more than one mile on a public highway and is

secured by one safety chain.

29004.5. No recreational vehicle, as described in Section 18010.5
of the Health and Safety Code, designed to be towed, shall be
manufactured for sale in this state, sold, offered for sale, leased,
or rented unless it is equipped with a safety connection in
compliance with Section 29004 with breaking strength which equals or
exceeds the gross weight of the towed vehicle. The retail seller,
renter, or lessor shall supply instructions to the purchaser, renter,
or lessee of such recreational vehicle on proper methods of making
the connection between the towed and towing vehicles. Nothing in this
section shall, however, require a lessor of a recreational vehicle
to supply to the lessee of such vehicle the required instructions if
such vehicle is sold to the lessor by a third party and such third
party or the agent of the third party delivers possession of the
vehicle to the lessee. In such case, such third party shall supply to
the lessee the required instructions.

29005. When one vehicle is towing another, the drawbar or other
connection shall not exceed 15 feet.

29006. (a) No person shall operate a vehicle towing another motor
vehicle upon a freeway unless the towing vehicle is coupled to the
towed vehicle by a rigid structure attached securely to both vehicles
by nonrigid means.
(b) The requirements of subdivision (a) are not applicable to a
vehicle towing a motor vehicle which has been disabled and is being
towed from the point of disablement to the nearest and most
accessible exit from the freeway.

29007. The requirements of Section 29004 shall not apply to
vehicles engaged in driveaway-towaway operations if all the following
conditions are met:
(a) The towed vehicle has one end supported by the towing vehicle.
(b) The towed vehicle is secured to the towing vehicle by a device
designed and constructed as to be readily demountable and to perform
the functions of a fifth-wheel-type connection.
(c) The fifth-wheel-type connection device is securely affixed to

the vehicles to prevent shifting of the device on the vehicles to
which it is attached.
(d) The fifth-wheel-type connection device provides a means of
variation of inclination between the towing and towed vehicle due to
vertical curvatures of the highway. Such means shall not depend upon
either the looseness or deformation of the connection or the vehicles
to provide for such variation.

29008. Sections 29004 and 29005 shall not apply to trailers or
dollies used to support booms attached to truck cranes if the
following conditions are met:
(a) The trailer or dolly is connected to the boom by a pin,
coupling device, or fifth wheel assembly.
(b) The trailer is secured to the boom with a chain, cable, or
equivalent device of sufficient strength to control the trailer or
dolly in case of failure of the connection consisting of a pin,
coupling device, or fifth wheel assembly.

29009. The requirements of Section 29004 do not apply to a dolly
used to support a portion of special construction equipment, as
defined in Section 565, which, due to its size or weight is being
operated under the authority of a permit issued by the Department of
Transportation, if the dolly is secured to the construction
equipment, and the construction equipment is secured to the towing
vehicle, by chain, cable, or equivalent devices of sufficient
strength to control the construction equipment and dolly.
VEHICLE CODE
SECTION 24600-24617

24600. During darkness every motor vehicle which is not in
combination with any other vehicle and every vehicle at the end of a
combination of vehicles shall be equipped with lighted taillamps
mounted on the rear as follows:
(a) Every vehicle shall be equipped with one or more taillamps.
(b) Every vehicle, other than a motorcycle, manufactured and first
registered on or after January 1, 1958, shall be equipped with not
less than two taillamps, except that trailers and semitrailers
manufactured after July 23, 1973, which are less than 30 inches wide,
may be equipped with one taillamp which shall be mounted at or near
the vertical centerline of the vehicles. If a vehicle is equipped

with two taillamps, they shall be mounted as specified in subdivision
(d).
(c) Every vehicle or vehicle at the end of a combination of
vehicles, subject to subdivision (a) of Section 22406 shall be
equipped with not less than two taillamps.
(d) When two taillamps are required, at least one shall be mounted
at the left and one at the right side respectively at the same
level.
(e) Taillamps shall be red in color and shall be plainly visible
from all distances within 500 feet to the rear except that taillamps
on vehicles manufactured after January 1, 1969, shall be plainly
visible from all distances within 1,000 feet to the rear.
(f) Taillamps on vehicles manufactured on or after January 1,
1969, shall be mounted not lower than 15 inches nor higher than 72
inches, except that a tow truck, in addition to being equipped with
the required taillamps, may also be equipped with two taillamps which
may be mounted not lower than 15 inches nor higher than the maximum
allowable vehicle height and as far forward as the rearmost portion
of the driver's seat in the rearmost position. The additional
taillamps on a tow truck shall be lighted whenever the headlamps are
lighted.

24601. Either the taillamp or a separate lamp shall be so
constructed and placed as to illuminate with a white light the rear
license plate during darkness and render it clearly legible from a
distance of 50 feet to the rear. When the rear license plate is
illuminated by a lamp other than a required taillamp, the two lamps
shall be turned on or off only by the same control switch at all
times.

24602. (a) A vehicle may be equipped with not more than two red fog
taillamps mounted on the rear which may be lighted, in addition to
the required taillamps, only when atmospheric conditions, such as
fog, rain, snow, smoke, or dust, reduce the daytime or nighttime
visibility of other vehicles to less than 500 feet.
(b) The lamps authorized under subdivision (a) shall be installed
as follows:
(1) When two lamps are installed, one shall be mounted at the left
side and one at the right side at the same level and as close as
practical to the sides. When one lamp is installed, it shall be
mounted as close as practical to the left side or on the center of
the vehicle.
(2) The lamps shall be mounted not lower than 12 inches nor higher
than 60 inches.

(3) The edge of the lens of the lamp shall be no closer than four
inches from the edge of the lens of any stoplamp.
(4) The lamps shall be wired so they can be turned on only when
the headlamps are on and shall have a switch that allows them to be
turned off when the headlamps are on.
(5) A nonflashing amber pilot light that is lighted when the lamps
are turned on shall be mounted in a location readily visible to the
driver.

24603. Every motor vehicle that is not in combination with any
other vehicle and every vehicle at the end of a combination of
vehicles shall at all times be equipped with stoplamps mounted on the
rear as follows:
(a) Every such vehicle shall be equipped with one or more
stoplamps.
(b) Every such vehicle, other than a motorcycle, manufactured and
first registered on or after January 1, 1958, shall be equipped with
two stoplamps, except that trailers and semitrailers manufactured
after July 23, 1973, which are less than 30 inches wide, may be
equipped with one stoplamp which shall be mounted at or near the
vertical centerline of the trailer. If such vehicle is equipped with
two stoplamps, they shall be mounted as specified in subdivision (d).
(c) Except as provided in subdivision (h), stoplamps on vehicles
manufactured on or after January 1, 1969, shall be mounted not lower
than 15 inches nor higher than 72 inches, except that a tow truck or
a repossessor's tow vehicle, in addition to being equipped with the
required stoplamps, may also be equipped with two stoplamps which may
be mounted not lower than 15 inches nor higher than the maximum
allowable vehicle height and as far forward as the rearmost portion
of the driver's seat in the rearmost position.
(d) Where two stoplamps are required, at least one shall be
mounted at the left and one at the right side, respectively, at the
same level.
(e) Stoplamps on vehicles manufactured on or after January 1,
1979, shall emit a red light. Stoplamps on vehicles manufactured
before January 1, 1979, shall emit a red or yellow light. All
stoplamps shall be plainly visible and understandable from a distance
of 300 feet to the rear both during normal sunlight and at
nighttime, except that stoplamps on a vehicle of a size required to
be equipped with clearance lamps shall be visible from a distance of
500 feet during those times.
(f) Stoplamps shall be activated upon application of the service
(foot) brake and the hand control head for air, vacuum, or electric
brakes. In addition, all stoplamps may be activated by a mechanical

device designed to function only upon sudden release of the
accelerator while the vehicle is in motion. Stoplamps on vehicles
equipped with a manual transmission may be manually activated by a
mechanical device when the vehicle is downshifted if the device is
automatically rendered inoperative while the vehicle is accelerating.
(g) Any vehicle may be equipped with supplemental stoplamps
mounted to the rear of the rearmost portion of the driver's seat in
its rearmost position in addition to the lamps required to be mounted
on the rear of the vehicle. Supplemental stoplamps installed after
January 1, 1979, shall be red in color and mounted not lower than 15
inches above the roadway. The supplemental stoplamp on that side of a
vehicle toward which a turn will be made may flash as part of the
supplemental turn signal lamp.
A supplemental stoplamp may be mounted inside the rear window of a
vehicle, if it is mounted at the centerline of the vehicle and is
constructed and mounted so as to prevent any light, other than a
monitorial indicator emitted from the device, either direct or
reflected, from being visible to the driver.
(h) Any supplemental stoplamp installed after January 1, 1987,
shall comply with Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No. 108 (49
C.F.R. 571.108). Any vehicle equipped with a stoplamp that complies
with the federal motor vehicle safety standards applicable to that
make and model vehicle shall conform to that applicable safety
standard unless modified to comply with the federal motor vehicle
safety standard designated in this subdivision.

24604. Whenever the load upon any vehicle extends, or whenever any
integral part of any vehicle projects, to the rear four feet or more
beyond the rear of the vehicle, as measured from the taillamps, there
shall be displayed at the extreme end of the load or projecting part
of the vehicle during darkness, in addition to the required
taillamp, two red lights with a bulb rated not in excess of six
candlepower plainly visible from a distance of at least 500 feet to
the sides and rear. At any other time there shall be displayed at the
extreme end of the load or projecting part of the vehicle a solid
red or fluorescent orange flag or cloth not less than 12 inches
square.

24605. (a) A tow truck or an automobile dismantler's tow vehicle
used to tow a vehicle shall be equipped with and carry a taillamp, a
stoplamp, and turn signal lamps for use on the rear of a towed
vehicle.

(b) Whenever a tow truck or an automobile dismantler's tow vehicle
is towing a vehicle and a stoplamp and turn signal lamps cannot be
lighted and displayed on the rear of the towed vehicle, the operator
of the tow truck or the automobile dismantler's tow vehicle shall
display to the rear a stoplamp and turn signal lamps mounted on the
towed vehicle, except as provided in subdivision (c). During
darkness, if a taillamp on the towed vehicle cannot be lighted, the
operator of the tow truck or the automobile dismantler's tow vehicle
shall display to the rear a taillamp mounted on the towed vehicle. No
other lighting equipment need be displayed on the towed vehicle.
(c) Whenever any motor vehicle is towing another motor vehicle,
stoplamps and turn signal lamps are not required on the towed motor
vehicle, but only if a stoplamp and a turn signal lamp on each side
of the rear of the towing vehicle is plainly visible to the rear of
the towed vehicle. This subdivision does not apply to
driveaway-towaway operations.

24606. (a) Every motor vehicle, other than a motorcycle, of a type
subject to registration and manufactured on and after January 1,
1969, shall be equipped with one or more backup lamps either
separately or in combination with another lamp. Any vehicle may be
equipped with backup lamps.
(b) Backup lamps shall be so directed as to project a white light
illuminating the highway to the rear of the vehicle for a distance
not to exceed 75 feet. A backup lamp may project incidental red,
amber, or white light through reflectors or lenses that are adjacent
or close to, or a part of, the lamp assembly.
(c) Backup lamps shall not be lighted except when the vehicle is
about to be or is backing or except in conjunction with a lighting
system which activates the lights for a temporary period after the
ignition system is turned off.
(d) Any motor vehicle may be equipped with a lamp emitting white
light on each side near or on the rear of the vehicle which is
designed to provide supplemental illumination in an area to the side
and rear not lighted by the backup lamps. These lamps shall be
lighted only with the backup lamps.

24607. Every vehicle subject to registration under this code shall
at all times be equipped with red reflectors mounted on the rear as
follows:
(a) Every vehicle shall be equipped with at least one reflector so
maintained as to be plainly visible at night from all distances

within 350 to 100 feet from the vehicle when directly in front of the
lawful upper headlamp beams.
(b) Every vehicle, other than a motorcycle or a low-speed vehicle,
manufactured and first registered on or after January 1, 1965, shall
be equipped with at least two reflectors meeting the visibility
requirements of subdivision (a), except that trailers and
semitrailers manufactured after July 23, 1973, that are less than 30
inches wide, may be equipped with one reflector which shall be
mounted at or near the vertical centerline of the trailer. If the
vehicle is equipped with two reflectors, they shall be mounted as
specified in subdivision (d).
(c) Every motortruck having an unladen weight of more than 5,000
pounds, every trailer coach, every camp trailer, every vehicle, or
vehicle at the end of a combination of vehicles, subject to
subdivision (a) of Section 22406, and every vehicle 80 or more inches
in width manufactured on or after January 1, 1969, shall be equipped
with at least two reflectors maintained so as to be plainly visible
at night from all distances within 600 feet to 100 feet from the
vehicle when directly in front of lawful upper headlamp beams.
(d) When more than one reflector is required, at least one shall
be mounted at the left side and one at the right side, respectively,
at the same level. Required reflectors shall be mounted not lower
than 15 inches nor higher than 60 inches, except that a tow truck, in
addition to being equipped with the required reflectors, may also be
equipped with two reflectors which may be mounted not lower than 15
inches nor higher than the maximum allowable vehicle height and as
far forward as the rearmost portion of the driver's seat in the
rearmost position. Additional reflectors of a type meeting
requirements established by the department may be mounted at any
height.
(e) Reflectors on truck tractors may be mounted on the rear of the
cab. Any reflector installed on a vehicle as part of its original
equipment prior to January 1, 1941, need not meet the requirements of
the department provided it meets the visibility requirements of
subdivision (a).
(f) Area reflectorizing material may be used in lieu of the
reflectors required or permitted in subdivisions (a), (b), (c), (d),
and (e), provided each installation is of sufficient size to meet the
photometric requirement for those reflectors.

24608. (a) Motortrucks, trailers, semitrailers, and buses 80 or
more inches in width manufactured on or after January 1, 1968, shall
be equipped with an amber reflector on each side at the front and a
red reflector on each side at the rear. Any vehicle may be so

equipped.
(b) Motortrucks, trailers, semitrailers, housecars, and buses 80
or more inches in width and 30 or more feet in length manufactured on
or after January 1, 1968, shall be equipped with an amber reflector
mounted on each side at the approximate midpoint of the vehicle. Any
such vehicle manufactured prior to January 1, 1968, may be so
equipped.
(c) Required reflectors on the sides of vehicles shall be mounted
not lower than 15 inches nor higher than 60 inches. Additional
reflectors of a type meeting requirements established by the
department may be mounted at any height.
(d) Reflectors required or permitted in subdivisions (a) and (b)
shall be so maintained as to be plainly visible at night from all
distances within 600 feet to 100 feet from the vehicle when directly
in front of lawful upper headlamp beams.
(e) Area reflectorizing material may be used in lieu of the
reflectors required or permitted in subdivisions (a) and (b),
provided each installation is of sufficient size to meet the
photometric requirement for such reflectors.

24609. (a) A vehicle may be equipped with white or amber reflectors
that are mounted on the front of the vehicle at a height of 15
inches or more, but not more than 60 inches from the ground.
(b) A schoolbus may be equipped with a set of two devices, with
each device in the set consisting of an amber reflector integrated
into the lens of an amber light that is otherwise permitted under
this code, if the set is mounted with one device on the left side and
one on the right side of the vehicle, and with each device at the
same level.

24610. A reflector placed on vehicles under Section 24609 which is
of the button or other multiple-unit type shall contain not less than
seven units with a total of not less than three square inches of
reflecting surface. The red reflectors required may be separate units
or a part of the red taillamps, but in either event the reflector
and taillamps shall comply with all of the requirements of Sections
24600, 24602, and 24609, and any reflector constituting an integral
part of a taillamp shall comply with all photometric requirements
applicable to a separate reflector.

24611. Trailers that are equipped with red and white reflective

sheeting or reflectors on both the sides and rear and displayed in
accordance with federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard regulations (49
C.F.R. 571.108) for trailers with a width of 80 inches or more and
having a gross vehicle weight rating of over 10,000 pounds need not
be equipped with the reflectors required by Section 24607 or 24608.

24612. (a) All trailers and semitrailers having an overall width of
80 inches or more and a gross vehicle weight rating of more than
10,000 pounds, and manufactured on or after December 1, 1993, except
those designed exclusively for living or office use, and all truck
tractors manufactured on or after July 1, 1997, shall be equipped
with the conspicuity system specified in federal Motor Vehicle Safety
Standard No. 108 (49 C.F.R. 571.108). The conspicuity system shall
consist of either retroreflective sheeting or reflex reflectors, or a
combination of retroreflective sheeting and reflex reflectors, as
specified in the federal standard applicable on the date of
manufacture of the vehicle.
(b) Any trailer, semitrailer, or motor truck having an overall
width of 80 inches or more and manufactured prior to December 1,
1993, and any truck tractor manufactured prior to July 1, 1997, may
be equipped with the conspicuity system described in subdivision (a).

24615. It is unlawful to operate upon a public highway any vehicle
or combination of vehicles, which is designed to be and is operated
at a speed of 25 miles per hour or less, unless the rearmost vehicle
displays a "slow-moving vehicle emblem," except upon vehicles used by
a utility, whether publicly or privately owned, for the
construction, maintenance, or repair of its own facilities or upon
vehicles used by highway authorities or bridge or highway districts
in highway maintenance, inspection, survey, or construction work,
while such vehicle is engaged in work at the jobsite upon a highway.
Any other vehicle or combination of vehicles, when operated at a
speed of 25 miles per hour or less, may display such emblem. The
emblem shall be mounted on the rear of the vehicle, base down, and at
a height of not less than three nor more than five feet from ground
to base. Such emblem shall consist of a truncated equilateral
triangle having a minimum height of 14 inches with a red reflective
border not less than 1 3/4 inches in width and a fluorescent orange
center.
This emblem shall not be displayed except as permitted or required

by this section.

24616. (a) A motor vehicle may be equipped with one or two
rear-facing auxiliary lamps. For the purposes of this section, a
rear-facing auxiliary lamp is a lamp that is mounted on the vehicle
facing rearward. That lamp shall meet the photometric and performance
requirements of the Society of Automotive Engineers Standard J1424
for cargo lamps.
(b) A rear-facing auxiliary lamp may project only a white light,
with the main cone of light projecting both rearward and downward.
The main cone of light shall illuminate the road surface or ground
immediately rearward of a line parallel to the rear of the vehicle
for a distance not greater than 50 feet. The main cone of light may
not project to the front or sides of the vehicle.
(c) A rear-facing auxiliary lamp may be activated only when the
vehicle is stopped. A vehicle equipped with a rear-facing auxiliary
lamp shall also be equipped with a system that allows activation of
the lamp only when the vehicle is in the "park" setting, if the
vehicle is equipped with an automatic transmission, or in the
"neutral" setting with the parking brake engaged, if the vehicle is
equipped with a manual transmission.
(d) A vehicle equipped with a rear-facing auxiliary lamp may have
an activation switch accessible to the operator from the rear of the
vehicle.

24617. (a) A transit bus may be authorized to be equipped with a
yield right-of-way sign on the left rear of the bus. The yield
right-of-way sign may flash simultaneously with the rear turn signal
lamps, but is not required to do so. The sign shall be both of the
following:
(1) Designed to warn a person operating a motor vehicle
approaching the rear of the bus that the bus is entering traffic.
(2) Illuminated by a red flashing light when the bus is signaling
in preparation for entering a traffic lane after having stopped to
receive or discharge passengers.
(b) This section does not require a transit agency to install the
yield right-of-way sign described in subdivision (a).
(c) This section does not relieve the driver of a transit bus from
the duty to drive the bus with due regard for the safety of all
persons and property. This section does not exempt the driver of a
transit bus from Section 21804.
(d) This section applies only to the Santa Cruz Metropolitan

Transit District and the Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority,
if the governing board of the applicable entity approves a
resolution, after a public hearing on the issue, requesting that this
section be made applicable to it.
(e) A participating transit agency shall undertake a public
education program to encourage motorists to yield to a transit bus
when the sign specified in subdivision (a) is activated.
VEHICLE CODE
SECTION 26700-26712

26700. (a) Except as provided in subdivision (b), a passenger
vehicle, other than a motorcycle, and every bus, motortruck or truck
tractor, and every firetruck, fire engine or other fire apparatus,
whether publicly or privately owned, shall be equipped with an
adequate windshield.
(b) Subdivision (a) does not apply to any vehicle issued
identification plates pursuant to Section 5004 which was not required
to be equipped with a windshield at the time it was first sold or
registered under the laws of this state, another state, or foreign
jurisdiction.

26701. (a) No person shall sell, offer for sale, or operate any
motor vehicle, except a motorcycle, manufactured after January 1,
1936, unless it is equipped with safety glazing material wherever
glazing materials are used in interior partitions, doors, windows,
windshields, auxiliary wind deflectors or openings in the roof.
(b) No person shall sell or offer for sale any camper manufactured
after January 1, 1968, nor shall any person operate a motor vehicle
registered in this state which is equipped with that camper, unless
the camper is equipped with safety glazing materials wherever glazing
materials are used in outside windows and doors, interior
partitions, and openings in the roof.
(c) No person shall operate a motorcycle manufactured after
January 1, 1969, equipped with a windshield containing glazing
material unless it is safety glazing material.
(d) No person shall sell, offer for sale, or operate any motor
vehicle equipped with red, blue, or amber translucent aftermarket
material in any partitions, windows, windshields, or wind deflectors.
(e) No person shall sell, offer for sale, or operate any trailer
coach manufactured after January 1, 1977, that is capable of being

towed with a fifth-wheel device unless the trailer coach is equipped
with safety glazing materials wherever glazing materials are used in
windows or doors, interior partitions, and openings in the roof.

26703. (a) No person shall replace any glazing materials used in
interior partitions, doors, windows, or openings in the roof in any
motor vehicle, in the outside windows, doors, interior partitions, or
openings in the roof of any camper, or in windows, doors, interior
partitions, or openings in the roof of a trailer coach capable of
being towed with a fifth-wheel device, with any glazing material
other than safety glazing material.
(b) No person shall replace any glazing material used in the
windshield, rear window, auxiliary wind deflectors, or windows to the
left and right of the driver with any material other than safety
glazing material.

26704. Wherever the term "safety glazing material" is used in this
article, it means safety glazing material of a type meeting
requirements established by the department.

26705. On or after January 1, 1969, no person shall sell or offer
for sale for use upon or as part of the equipment of a motorcycle any
motorcycle windshield unless the glazing material used therein is
safety glazing material.

26706. (a) Every motor vehicle, except motorcycles, equipped with a
windshield shall also be equipped with a self-operating windshield
wiper.
(b) Every new motor vehicle first registered after December 31,
1949, except motorcycles, shall be equipped with two such windshield
wipers, one mounted on the right half and one on the left half of the
windshield, except that any motor vehicle may be equipped with a
single wiper so long as it meets the wiped area requirements in
Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards Governing Windshield Wiping
and Washing Systems.
(c) This section does not apply to snow removal equipment equipped
with adequate manually operated windshield wipers.

26707. Windshield wipers required by this code shall be maintained
in good operating condition and shall provide clear vision through
the windshield for the driver. Wipers shall be operated under
conditions of fog, snow, or rain and shall be capable of effectively
clearing the windshield under all ordinary storm or load conditions
while the vehicle is in operation.

26708. (a) (1) A person shall not drive any motor vehicle with any
object or material placed, displayed, installed, affixed, or applied
upon the windshield or side or rear windows.
(2) A person shall not drive any motor vehicle with any object or
material placed, displayed, installed, affixed, or applied in or upon
the vehicle that obstructs or reduces the driver's clear view
through the windshield or side windows.
(3) This subdivision applies to a person driving a motor vehicle
with the driver's clear vision through the windshield, or side or
rear windows, obstructed by snow or ice.
(b) This section does not apply to any of the following:
(1) Rearview mirrors.
(2) Adjustable nontransparent sunvisors that are mounted forward
of the side windows and are not attached to the glass.
(3) Signs, stickers, or other materials that are displayed in a
seven-inch square in the lower corner of the windshield farthest
removed from the driver, signs, stickers, or other materials that are
displayed in a seven-inch square in the lower corner of the rear
window farthest removed from the driver, or signs, stickers, or other
materials that are displayed in a five-inch square in the lower
corner of the windshield nearest the driver.
(4) Side windows that are to the rear of the driver.
(5) Direction, destination, or terminus signs upon a passenger
common carrier motor vehicle or a schoolbus, if those signs do not
interfere with the driver's clear view of approaching traffic.
(6) Rear window wiper motor.
(7) Rear trunk lid handle or hinges.
(8) The rear window or windows, if the motor vehicle is equipped
with outside mirrors on both the left- and right-hand sides of the
vehicle that are so located as to reflect to the driver a view of the
highway through each mirror for a distance of at least 200 feet to
the rear of the vehicle.
(9) A clear, transparent lens affixed to the side window opposite
the driver on a vehicle greater than 80 inches in width and that
occupies an area not exceeding 50 square inches of the lowest corner
toward the rear of that window and that provides the driver with a

wide-angle view through the lens.
(10) Sun screening devices meeting the requirements of Section
26708.2 installed on the side windows on either side of the vehicle's
front seat, if the driver or a passenger in the front seat has in
his or her possession a letter or other document signed by a licensed
physician and surgeon certifying that the person must be shaded from
the sun due to a medical condition, or has in his or her possession
a letter or other document signed by a licensed optometrist
certifying that the person must be shaded from the sun due to a
visual condition. The devices authorized by this paragraph shall not
be used during darkness.
(11) An electronic communication device affixed to the center
uppermost portion of the interior of a windshield within an area that
is not greater than five inches square, if the device provides
either of the following:
(A) The capability for enforcement facilities of the Department of
the California Highway Patrol to communicate with a vehicle equipped
with the device.
(B) The capability for electronic toll and traffic management on
public or private roads or facilities.
(12) A portable Global Positioning System (GPS), which may be
mounted in a seven-inch square in the lower corner of the windshield
farthest removed from the driver or in a five-inch square in the
lower corner of the windshield nearest to the driver and outside of
an airbag deployment zone, if the system is used only for
door-to-door navigation while the motor vehicle is being operated.
(13) (A) A video event recorder with the capability of monitoring
driver performance to improve driver safety, which may be mounted in
a seven-inch square in the lower corner of the windshield farthest
removed from the driver, in a five-inch square in the lower corner of
the windshield nearest to the driver and outside of an airbag
deployment zone, or in a five-inch square mounted to the center
uppermost portion of the interior of the windshield. As used in this
section, "video event recorder" means a video recorder that
continuously records in a digital loop, recording audio, video, and
G-force levels, but saves video only when triggered by an unusual
motion or crash or when operated by the driver to monitor driver
performance.
(B) A vehicle equipped with a video event recorder shall have a
notice posted in a visible location which states that a passenger's
conversation may be recorded.
(C) Video event recorders shall store no more than 30 seconds
before and after a triggering event.
(D) The registered owner or lessee of the vehicle may disable the
device.
(E) The data recorded to the device is the property of the

registered owner or lessee of the vehicle.
(F) When a person is driving for hire as an employee in a vehicle
with a video event recorder, the person's employer shall provide
unedited copies of the recordings upon the request of the employee or
the employee's representative. These copies shall be provided free
of charge to the employee and within five days of the request.
(14) (A) A video event recorder in a commercial motor vehicle with
the capability of monitoring driver performance to improve driver
safety, which may be mounted no more than two inches below the upper
edge of the area swept by the windshield wipers, and outside the
driver's sight lines to the road and highway signs and signals.
Subparagraphs (B) to (F), inclusive, of paragraph (13) apply to the
exemption provided by this paragraph.
(B) Except as provided in subparagraph (C), subparagraph (A) shall
become inoperative on the following dates, whichever date is later:
(i) The date that the Department of the California Highway Patrol
determines is the expiration date of the exemption from the
requirements of paragraph (1) of subdivision (e) of Section 393.60 of
Title 49 of the Code of Federal Regulations, as renewed in the
notice of the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration on pages
21791 and 21792 of Volume 76 of the Federal Register (April 18,
2011).
(ii) The date that the Department of the California Highway Patrol
determines is the expiration date for a subsequent renewal of an
exemption specified in clause (i).
(C) Notwithstanding subparagraph (B), subparagraph (A) shall
become operative on the date that the Department of the California
Highway Patrol determines is the effective date of regulations
revising paragraph (1) of subdivision (e) of Section 393.60 of Title
49 of the Code of Federal Regulations to allow the placement of a
video event recorder at the top of the windshield on a commercial
motor vehicle.
(c) Notwithstanding subdivision (a), transparent material may be
installed, affixed, or applied to the topmost portion of the
windshield if the following conditions apply:
(1) The bottom edge of the material is at least 29 inches above
the undepressed driver's seat when measured from a point five inches
in front of the bottom of the backrest with the driver's seat in its
rearmost and lowermost position with the vehicle on a level surface.
(2) The material is not red or amber in color.
(3) There is no opaque lettering on the material and any other
lettering does not affect primary colors or distort vision through
the windshield.
(4) The material does not reflect sunlight or headlight glare into
the eyes of occupants of oncoming or following vehicles to any
greater extent than the windshield without the material.

(d) Notwithstanding subdivision (a), clear, colorless, and
transparent material may be installed, affixed, or applied to the
front side windows, located to the immediate left and right of the
front seat if the following conditions are met:
(1) The material has a minimum visible light transmittance of 88
percent.
(2) The window glazing with the material applied meets all
requirements of Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No. 205 (49
C.F.R. 571.205), including the specified minimum light transmittance
of 70 percent and the abrasion resistance of AS-14 glazing, as
specified in that federal standard.
(3) The material is designed and manufactured to enhance the
ability of the existing window glass to block the sun's harmful
ultraviolet A rays.
(4) The driver has in his or her possession, or within the
vehicle, a certificate signed by the installing company certifying
that the windows with the material installed meet the requirements of
this subdivision and the certificate identifies the installing
company and the material's manufacturer by full name and street
address, or, if the material was installed by the vehicle owner, a
certificate signed by the material's manufacturer certifying that the
windows with the material installed according to manufacturer's
instructions meet the requirements of this subdivision and the
certificate identifies the material's manufacturer by full name and
street address.
(5) If the material described in this subdivision tears or
bubbles, or is otherwise worn to prohibit clear vision, it shall be
removed or replaced.

26708.2. Sun screening devices permitted by paragraph (10) of
subdivision (b) of Section 26708 shall meet the following
requirements:
(a) The devices shall be held in place by means allowing ready
removal from the window area, such as a frame, a rigid material with
temporary fasteners, or a flexible roller shade.
(b) Devices utilizing transparent material shall be green, gray,
or a neutral smoke in color and shall have a luminous transmittance
of not less than 35 percent.
(c) Devices utilizing nontransparent louvers or other alternating
patterns of opaque and open sections shall have an essentially
uniform pattern over the entire surface, except for framing and
supports. At least 35 percent of the device area shall be open and no
individual louver or opaque section shall have a projected vertical
dimension exceeding 3/16 inch.
(d) The devices shall not have a reflective quality exceeding 35

percent on either the inner or outer surface.

26708.5. (a) No person shall place, install, affix, or apply any
transparent material upon the windshield, or side or rear windows, of
any motor vehicle if the material alters the color or reduces the
light transmittance of the windshield or side or rear windows, except
as provided in subdivision (b), (c), or (d) of Section 26708.
(b) Tinted safety glass may be installed in a vehicle if (1) the
glass complies with motor vehicle safety standards of the United
States Department of Transportation for safety glazing materials, and
(2) the glass is installed in a location permitted by those
standards for the particular type of glass used.

26708.7. Notwithstanding any other law, a vehicle operated and
owned or leased by a federal, state, or local agency, department, or
district, that employs peace officers, as defined by Chapter 4.5
(commencing with Section 830) of Title 3 of Part 2 of the Penal Code,
for use by those peace officers in the performance of their duties,
is exempt from California law, and regulations adopted pursuant
thereto, prohibiting or limiting material that may be placed,
displayed, installed, affixed, or applied to the side or rear
windows, commonly referred to as window tinting or glazing.

26709. (a) Every motor vehicle registered in a foreign jurisdiction
and every motorcycle subject to registration in this state shall be
equipped with a mirror so located as to reflect to the driver a view
of the highway for a distance of at least 200 feet to the rear of
such vehicle.
Every motor vehicle subject to registration in this state, except
a motorcycle, shall be equipped with not less than two such mirrors,
including one affixed to the left-hand side.
(b) The following described types of motor vehicles, of a type
subject to registration, shall be equipped with mirrors on both the
left- and right-hand sides of the vehicle so located as to reflect to
the driver a view of the highway through each mirror for a distance
of at least 200 feet to the rear of such vehicle:
(1) A motor vehicle so constructed or loaded as to obstruct the
driver's view to the rear.

(2) A motor vehicle towing a vehicle and the towed vehicle or load
thereon obstructs the driver's view to the rear.
(3) A bus or trolley coach.
(c) The provisions of subdivision (b) shall not apply to a
passenger vehicle when the load obstructing the driver's view
consists of passengers.

26710. It is unlawful to operate any motor vehicle upon a highway
when the windshield or rear window is in such a defective condition
as to impair the driver's vision either to the front or rear.
In the event any windshield or rear window fails to comply with
this code the officer making the inspection shall direct the driver
to make the windshield and rear window conform to the requirements of
this code within 48 hours. The officer may also arrest the driver
and give him notice to appear and further require the driver or the
owner of the vehicle to produce in court satisfactory evidence that
the windshield or rear window has been made to conform to the
requirements of this code.

26711. Every bus or trolley coach, except those first registered
prior to January 1, 1960, and engaged in urban and suburban service
as defined in Section 35107, shall be equipped with movable eyeshades
of sufficient size to shade the eyes of the operator of a bus or
trolley coach while it is being driven facing the sun.

26712. Every passenger vehicle used or maintained for the
transportation of persons for hire, compensation, or profit shall be
equipped with a defrosting device which is adequate to remove snow,
ice, frost, fog, or internal moisture from the windshield.

